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Khodor Zaher(February 17 1992)
 
Inspired by life society, by nature's colors, by earth's critical behaviour, by
racism and religion...etc. I not only seek a world of disaster and malfunction, but
I do perceive a reason to write, a reason to spread the blue ink on the white
paper and demonstrate diverse ideas, solutions, thoughts, beliefs and arguments
that will perhaps shine light into life's darkness. My key is to capture the worlds
attention and once I am found in the limelight as 12 billion eyes stare into mine,
I will attempt to change the Universe by injecting a drug called 'Real Lyrics' deep
into every human blood and if this drug does not fail and becomes an addiction...
Earth will finaly be in piece thanks to I
-Khodor Zaher
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Best Friends
 
What's a whole with no bottom. What's a Start With No End
What Am I without You, What's a Heart with No Friend
If Its Dark, I need Light. If its black, I need white.
And everytime I'm wrong, you still make me Feel Right
I will never See Night, since you shine in my Direction.
Cause If 'Eye' Lose 'U', than I Lost all Perception.
Guide me my friend, tell where I Should Go.
Tell me all the info, and everything I Should Know.
I always tend to laugh, when I think about our Past
The Greatest Memories, Why did they have to Pass?
I will keep what I Have, hold on to this Treasure.
This priceless Friend, that I'm keeping here Forever.
Sometimes I lose faith, but your there to make it Better.
Forever your my Friend, We will Forever Be Together.
 
Khodor Zaher
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Dark Destiny
 
Followed by destiny, faith's a stalker
Dependant of me, it is my Shadow
My false behaviour became a slaughter
It vanquished lightness and killed tomorrow
Dishonest conduct, effective changes
Perceive where peace is, it is in pieces
Consistent hatred and racist races
Assume the Chrisitans abandoned Jesus
Time is bleeding, seconds so critical
A step beholds death, the world is racin'
Towards the devil, faith's worst criminal
The future's red like the flames of satan
 
Abscent from knowledge, we adverse the right
Dark destiny follows and creeps at night
 
Khodor Zaher
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My First Love
 
Meetings to Greetings, phone calls every Evening
Found my first love, I express sudden Feelings
Time has been shot, every night another Bleeding
Swim in this Flud, let this blood reach the Ceiling
Love is now eternal, a cycle and a Circle
I only wish the hours pass slower than a Turtle
I need every second, to be in your Direction
Life is all love, I have learned the biggest Lesson
Hard to depart, till the end I will Heart You
Must be the ONE, even if we always Argue
The Greatest 2 months, but the Hardest 7 days
And these tears keep drippin ever since your Away
 
Khodor Zaher
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Wish For Love
 
It was a second, a minute, a Moment or Instance
I swear I feel lost when I'm sensin your Distance
I'll be with you all along but I miss you when your Gone.
Teach me what is right, I dont wanna do whats Wrong.
I wanna be your man, if you can be my Girl
Hold me in your arms, I'll forget the whole World
Love is just a word but feeling it is Pain
Losing it is Worst, I hope it's still Maintained
And if I say I love you, I hope you feel the same
I feel like your my sun, whenever im in the Rain
Baby I can change, tell me...I will Listen
Guilty cause I love you, I guess you are the Victim
Emotions so real babe, none of this is Fiction
Your the drugs in my blood, my essential Addiction
Caged in your heart, lost dark in this prison.
With one litten candle, 'YOU' are what I'm Wishin'
And now that I blew it, will my wish Come True?
Will I hear that sweet voice that tells me 'I love you? '
 
Khodor Zaher
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